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Our legacy

Kitchen range

The Kitchen range by Kenny&Mason
is the translation of our esteemed
reputation of true craftmanship into
perhaps the most important room in
the house. 

In this collection you wil l f ind a
subtle blend of functionality,
creativity and ofcourse the
Kenny&Mason stamp ensuring
outstanding quality.

Our kitchen range includes our
range of taps, spraysets, basin
sinks and wastes al l of which can
be matched with one of our
finishes.
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Traditional & Thames Collections

NGT709
Monoblock kitchen mixer
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NGT716
Kitchen bridge mixer

NGT721
High neck pillar tap 

COLD/HOT

NGT015
Single lever kitchen tap

NGT016
Single lever kitchen tap

with sprayset NGT017
Kitchen bridge mixer

NGT018
3-hole wall kitchen mixer

NGT714
2-hole wall mixer

TH012
Bibcock tap 
COLD/HOT



Discovery Collection4

NGT1029T
Kitchen bridge mixer

NGT1037
Block kitchen mixer

NGT1038
Monoblock kitchen mixer

NGT1046T
Kitchen spray set

NGT1050T
High neck kitchen pillar tap

COLD/HOT

NGT1004T + NGT1023
Bibcock tap with extension COLD/HOT

NGT1004T + NGT1027
Bibcock tap with upstand COLD/HOT

NGT1042T
3-hole kitchen mixer
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NGT2000
Kitchen bridge mixer - Crosstops

Wall mounted NGT2001

NGT2002
Kitchen bridge mixer - White levers

Wall mounted NGT2004

NGT2002
Kitchen bridge mixer - Black levers

Wall mounted NGT2005

NGT2006
Block kitchen mixer

NGT2015
3-hole kitchen mixer

crosstops

NGT2016
3-hole kitchen mixer - White levers

black levers NGT2017

NGT2018
2-hole kitchen spray set - crosstops

white lever NGT2019 / black lever NGT2020

NGT2012
High neck pillar tap

COLD/HOT

NGT717
Bibcock tap 
COLD/HOT



Available in:

Chrome
Nickel
Brushed nickel
Polished brass
Brushed brass
Old brass
Matt black

Other finishes 
on demand

NGT3011
3-hole kitchen mixer

NGT3010
2-hole kitchen mixer

NGT2002FR
Kitchen bridge mixer

French spout

NGT2006FR
Block kitchen mixer

French spout

NGT2016FR
3-hole kitchen mixer

French spout
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Kitchen sinks can be fitted with our range of wastes

- Kitchen waste no overflow - 115mm
- Kitchen waste no overflow - 85mm
- Kitchen waste 114mm with overflow

*Wastes are also available in all our finishes
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KMPW1002
Belfast sink

W795 x D465 x H229 mm
65kg

KMPW1000
Ballina sink

W995 x D465 x H229 mm
70kg

KMPW1003
Galway sink

W997 x D470 x H255 mm
80kg

KMPW1004
Wexford sink

W795 x D465 x H228 mm
70kg

KMPW1001
Belfast sink

W595 x D460 x H255 mm
50kg
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Design & combine

Kenny & Mason creates quality
products for al l interiors. Though
mostly known for our more classical
and industrial designs, we succesfully
found our way to more modern and
minimalistic interiors aswell . 

Our kitchen range is no different. Our
wide range of products can be fitted
to the customers every need. Thanks
to our range of authentic finishes, and
customization options such as
personalized porcelain detai ls.

Our devotion9




